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Community based GIS 
development: 






























Fondazione Edmund Mach, Trento, Italy
● Founded 1874 as IASMA - 
Istituto Agrario San Michele 
all'Adige (north of Trento, IT)
● Research Centre, Tech. Transfer 
Center and highschool, 720 staff
● … of those 250 staff in research 
(Environmental research, Agro-































FEM GIS and Remote sensing unit: Spatial modelling of 
































● GRASS GIS: 28 years of development
Some history and features
● OSGeo: an umbrella foundation based 
on community efforts
































































 Open GIS                    Open Geospatial            





  Foundation (OGF)
1994 2004
 OSGeo


































1980 1985 20001990 1995 2005 2010
http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/Open_Source_GIS_History#Timeline
Neteler M. (2010): Open Source GIS. In Warf, B. (ed.) The Encyclopedia of Geography. London: SAGE
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GRASS: a portable GIS
https://www.ohloh.net/p/grass_gis























































































































































GRASS: New Geospatial Modeller
Extra bonus:






























Raster and 3D vector
Elevation model combined 
with extruded 3D buildings;
also true 3D vector supported
Trento, Italy




































 Area (boundary + centroid)
 face (3D area)
 [kernel (3D centroid)]
 [volumes (faces + kernel)]





































GRASS Topological 2D/3D Vector model







































E.g. OGC Simple Features, ESRI shapefiles
Geometry types: points, lines, polygons
-> replicated boundaries for adjacent areas







































Areas are constructed from boundaries
Boundaries are shared between adjacent areas






























































M. Brovelli and R. Antolín
H. Mitasova
Lidar 
         First pulse




Processing 500 Million points....
Processing of LiDAR data: 






























M. Brovelli and R. Antolín
H. Mitasova
Lidar 
         First pulse




Processing 500 Million points....
Processing of LiDAR data: 


































Processing of LiDAR data: 
laser scanning of the terrain
New in GRASS 7: direct import of LiDAR LAS files
Output as vector points:
v.in.lidar
Output as raster map:
r.in.lidar
Lidar 
         First pulse





































- Feature extraction (DTM/DSM)
H. Mitasova, NCSU
M. Brovelli, PdM, Como

































LiDAR data in action: 
Visualization and solar energy
LiDAR based DTM/DSM with 
orthophoto draped over it






























LiDAR data in action: 
Visualization and solar energy
N
LiDAR based DTM/DSM with 
orthophoto draped over it






























































Support for massive datasets
Distance to the outlet
What is massive?






































Support for massive datasets
Distance to the outlet
What is massive?







































Distance to the outlet
Raster
     Only few processes need to load the full raster at once
         Scattered (random) access
         Sweep-lines
         Sorting and searching
Vector
      Loading the full vector map to memory is probably
      never necessary
 BUT:  processing time can be long,
































     Scattered (random) access never happens






























































































     Scattered (random) access never happens
   Sweep-lines: e.g. hydrology, cost surfaces






























Support for massive datasets
Distance to the outlet
Solutions    
NEVER load the full raster to memory
Tiling
External memory
Fast sorting and searching
Large File Support (LFS), files > 2 GB






























Support for massive datasets
Distance to the outlet
Cost surfaces: r.cost












































Hydrological modelling (for massive data)






























Hydrological modelling (for massive data)
Distance to the outlet
Stream network extraction around the Panama channel






























Hydrological modelling (for massive data)
Distance to the outlet
Stream network extraction around the Panama channel
Metz et al. 2011, Hydrology and Earth System Sciences






























Vector Topology in GRASS 7
New spatial index, always available in file































Vector Topology in GRASS 7
Spatial index example
Query of vector point maps
GUI: click on vector map, what is there?
CLI: v.what east_north=east,north











































Vector Topology in GRASS 7
Topological cleaning, vector import example






























Vector Topology in GRASS 7
Topological cleaning, vector import example
Global Administrative Database (GADM), all three levels, global


























































GRASS GIS as Open Source GIS backbone:



















































































































































































































































































● Each call to a GRASS command is wrapped as a 
SEXTANTE algorithm
● These calls can be used in any of the graphical components 
of SEXTANTE
● Each user-seen algorithm involves calling several 
GRASS commands:
● Importing data into GRASS into an „on-the-fly“ session
● Processing of data
● Exporting and opening results in the GIS app (gvSIG etc)
SEXTANTE – GRASS 




<!DOCTYPE task SYSTEM "grass-interface.dtd">
<task name="v.edit">
        <description>
                Edits a vector map, allows adding, deleting and modifying selected vector features.
        </description>
        <keywords>
                vector, editing, geometry
        </keywords>
        <parameter name="map" type="string" required="yes" multiple="no">
                <description>
                        Name of vector map to edit
                </description>
                <keydesc>
                        <item order="1">name</item>
                </keydesc>
                <gisprompt age="old" element="vector" prompt="vector" />
        </parameter>
        <parameter name="layer" type="integer" required="no" multiple="no">
                <label>
                        Layer number
                </label>
                <description>
                        A single vector map can be connected to multiple database tables. This number 
determines which table to use.
                </description>
                <gisprompt age="new_layer" element="layer" prompt="layer" />
                <default>
                        1
                </default>
                <guisection>
                        Selection
                </guisection>



























































SEXTANTE – GRASS 
Integration: Modeller
Note: 
Partially functional in  
gvSIG OADE 2010, 






























GRASS and R Integration
GRASS 6.4.2svn (patUTM32):~/papers > R
R version 2.10.0 (2009-10-26)
...
> library(spgrass6)
Loading required package: sp
Loading required package: rgdal
Geospatial Data Abstraction Library 
   extensions to R successfully loaded
Loaded GDAL runtime: GDAL 1.7.3, released 2010/11/10
Path to GDAL shared files: /usr/local/share/gdal
Loaded PROJ.4 runtime: Rel. 4.7.1, 23 September 2009
Path to PROJ.4 shared files: (autodetected)
Loading required package: XML
GRASS GIS interface loaded with GRASS version: 6.4.2svn
and location: patUTM32
> myrast <- readRAST6(c("geology", "elevation"), cat=c(TRUE, FALSE))
> myvect <- readVECT6("roads")
…

































Visualization: GRASS data export 
to Paraview and Povray
Povray rendering (www.povray.org): adding clouds and haze






























What is Web Processing Service (WPS)?
● OGC standard
● useful for creating Web services for invoking 
geospatial analysis
● Data processing
There are three requests to work with WPS
● GetCapabilities: return description and metadata 
about the WPS server
● DescribeService: return description and metadata 
about a single service
● Execute: run the process and return the output of a 
service
































































● 52N WPS: Java
● vtkGRASSBridge: VTK, C, C++, Py, Java
● ZOO project - various languages
● ...
Web


























































































































A gentle introduction to OSGeo:

































brought to you by...
… the OSGeo community: more than 17,000 unique subscribers



































































For a more detailed comparison, see e.g., http://www.spatialserver.net/osgis/
FOSS4G answers to proprietary software
Proprietary vs Open Source/Free Software
Component Proprietary Open Source
Dedicated Viewer






Libraries FME GDAL, FDO
Metadata Catalog CubeWerx WRS GeoNetwork




GRASS, OSSIM, SAGA, 
ILWIS
Handheld ArcPad gvSIG mobile
ArcIMS Openlayers, Mapbuilder, 
Mapbender, Mapfish






Google Earth, Virtual 
Earth

































































































OSGeo Education: Courses Gallery



































































GRASS GIS applications in

































Spread of the tiger mosquito (Aedes
albopictus): infectious disease vector
Roiz 2009


































Spread of the tiger mosquito (Aedes
albopictus): infectious disease vector
Roiz 2009
De Llamballerie et al., 2008: 
Chikungunya 
● Tiger mosquito: Disease vector
● Spreads in Europe and elsewhere
● Small containers, used tires 
and lucky bamboo plants 
are relevant breeding sites
● >200 cases of Chikungunya in
northern Italy in 2007 (CHIKv 
imported by India traveler and























































Aedes albopictus survival maps from reconstructed







Neteler, Roiz, Castellani, Rizzoli,
in review.







































● 12 single-blades and 2 double-blades
● In total 300 nodes with 600 Gb RAM
● Circa 2 Tflops/s
● Linux operating system, blades 
headless
● GRASS GIS and 
R-stats
● Queue system for job
management
(Grid Engine)
● Processing of all 11,000
maps in parallel: one
map per node
● Computational time:
































LST Applications: Tiger mosquito 
survival  today...
Roiz D., Neteler M., Castellani C., Arnoldi D., Rizzoli A., 2011: Climatic Factors Driving Invasion of the Tiger 





























































LST Applications: Tiger mosquito 
survival in 2050 (A2 scenario)
Roiz D., Neteler M., Castellani C., Arnoldi D., Rizzoli A., 2011: Climatic Factors Driving Invasion of the Tiger 































● Wine: Winkler index in order to classify climate
● Growing degree day (GDD) maps: plant- and 
insect phenology
































● Almost unlimited possibilities with GRASS and other
FOSS4G software thanks to rich interfaces
● User levels: from newcomers to power users
● Interoperability with other software packages, also in
heterogeneous environments
● Software Quality: peer reviewed code, often with academic
background
● GRASS GIS: ready for massive raster/vector data processing
Markus Neteler, Markus Metz
Fondazione E. Mach (FEM)
Center for Research and Innovation
GIS and Remote Sensing Unit
38010 S. Michele all'Adige (Trento), Italy
http://gis.cri.fmach.it
http://www.osgeo.org
